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Context:   
Measuring concentrations of trace species that may have a significant impact on health, climate or the stability of the ozone 
layer is a serious challenge. Chlorine nitrate (ClONO2) is an important stratospheric reservoir since it is produced by the 
homogeneous reaction between ClO and NO2 that links the ClOx and NOx families. In the stratosphere, nitryl chloride (ClNO2) 
can be formed on the surface of polar stratospheric clouds (PSCs) by the heterogeneous reaction of N2O5 with HCl dissolved 
into ice. In the troposphere, it is produced during nighttime by the heterogeneous reaction between NaCl sea-salt aerosols 
and gaseous N2O5 before being removed by a daytime photolysis that leads to the release of chlorine and nitrogen dioxide 
species. This yields chlorine radicals, among other species, that involve various adverse effects, including the catalytic 
destruction of stratospheric ozone and the photochemical formation of tropospheric ozone (pollutant) in the presence of 
volatile organic compounds. 
The focus is therefore on two molecules of stratospheric and tropospheric importance. For this reason, ClONO2 is measured 
by many satellite instruments using infrared (IR) techniques. However, the concentration profile retrieved between 19 and 40 
km altitude is not accurate enough to develop a model, due to the large uncertainty in the measurement of IR intensities and 
the modeling of hot bands. To the best of our knowledge, no detection using IR techniques has been performed for ClNO2. 
The « MEANSPECFORUM » project intends to investigate the very high-resolution spectroscopy of ClNO2 and ClONO2. 
Spectroscopic data of these molecules are incomplete or even missing for some vibrational bands, especially for the hot 
bands, located at low energy and in our atmospheric window. Therefore, to detect these species, especially during the 
FORUM (Far-infrared Outgoing Radiation Understanding and Monitoring) space mission, their spectra are measured and 
analyzed in the 100 to 700 cm-1. 
 
Objectives / scientific questions:  
The goal of this project is to measure and analyze the ClONO2 and ClNO2 bands in the 100 to 700 cm-1 spectral region in 
support of the FORUM space mission, and to lead to a much better modeling of their atmospheric spectra and, thus, to a 
much more accurate concentration measurement of these compounds in the Earth’s atmosphere. Unique in its kind, FORUM 
will measure with a nadir geometry the radiances of the atmosphere, in the 100-1600 cm-1 region with a maximum 
resolution of 0.25 cm-1. It will fly in close formation with the Metop-SG satellite, allowing synergistic observations with IASI-
NG (Infrared Atmospheric Sounding Interferometer-New Generation). To analyze and interpret these spectra, it will be 
essential to have reliable laboratory data. The existing data (positions, intensities, and line profiles) are often incomplete, of 
low precision or almost non-existent. This is the case for ClONO2 and ClNO2 which are the subject of this project. 
 
Main results:  
It is important to stress that the spectroscopy of ClNO2 and ClONO2 molecules is made difficult by their very complicated 
chemical synthesis. Indeed, from an experimental point of view, the stability of these two molecules was an issue to consider 
in our work since they break down within light, heat, and moisture, and are very reactive with metals and organic materials. 
Therefore, it was required to take much more precautions for their chemical synthesis and for the recording of the spectra, 
unlike stable molecules. 
Regarding ClNO2, IR spectra were recorded at synchrotron SOLEIL in the region around 790 cm-1 which contains the 
absorptions of the 2ν3, ν3+ν6, ν2 and 2ν6 bands, as well as in the regions of low energy vibrations around 370, 410 and 652 
cm-1 where the ν3, ν6 and ν4 bands absorb respectively. Rotational analyses were conducted for the 790 and 370 cm-1 (see 
Illustration 1) regions with adequate theoretical models and led to an accurate determination of the band centers as well as 
the rotational and centrifugal distortion constants for the 35ClNO2 and 37ClNO2 isotopomers. These analyses enabled the 
generation of line lists for the two regions, including line positions and relative line intensities that can be used from 
spectroscopic databases in order to attempt any atmospheric detection of ClNO2 in the mid- and far-infrared regions, using 
satellite-borne instruments. 
Concerning ClONO2, studies dealt with the regions of low energy vibrations around 120, 270, 430 and 560 cm-1 where the ν9, 
ν7, ν6 and ν5 bands absorb respectively. They are involved in various hot bands that occur in the atmospheric « windows » 
used for the remote sensing of the species. For example, one can mention the observation of the ν2+ν9–ν9 hot band in the 
780 cm-1 region, which is one of the regions highly favored by satellite missions. It is important to highlight that, prior to this 



work, no high-resolution measurement of ClONO2 low energy vibrations has been conducted. This motivates us to record 
spectra in the far-infrared region with much improved experimental conditions. To date, a first high-resolution modeling of 
the torsional region around 120 cm-1, precisely of the ν9 bands of the 35ClONO2 and 37ClONO2 isotopomers, as well as the 
2ν9–ν9 hot band of 35ClONO2, has been performed using a theoretical model that takes into account the interactions, 
especially the Fermi-type resonance involving the  = 2 and  = 1 states. The synthetic spectra reproduce very well the 
recorded spectrum, illustration 2. From that modeling, a line list including line positions and relative line intensities was 
derived. This extensive analysis will allow a modeling of the ν2+ν9–ν9 hot band that is currently missing for ClONO2. In fine, 
these studies will lead to a much more accurate retrieval of the ClONO2 concentration profile in the Earth’s atmosphere. 
 

 
Illustration 1. Overview of the ν3 bands of 35ClNO2 and 
37ClNO2. The observed spectrum is compared to the present 
calculation. The observed and synthetic spectra are in 
transmittance and shifted vertically for clarity. The synthetic 
spectra reproduce very well the observed rotational 
structure. 

 

 
Illustration 2. Comparison of the ClONO2 spectra in the 
torsional region around 120 cm-1. In black is represented the 
spectrum recorded with much improved experimental 
conditions. The synthetic spectra of the ν9 bands of 35ClONO2 
and 37ClONO2 are shown in red and blue, respectively, while 
that of the hot 2ν9-ν9 band of 35ClONO2 is shown in magenta. 

Future of the project: 
The work carried out within the framework of this project constitutes a major advance in the spectroscopy of ClNO2 and 
ClONO2 molecules and opens multiple perspectives. Indeed, high-resolution spectra of many low energy vibrations of ClNO2 
and ClONO2 have been recorded for the first time. Their analysis will be the subject of the perspectives of this project and 
will allow the study of the combination bands and the associated hot bands. 
These analyses will help to compile spectroscopic databases to attempt a future atmospheric detection of ClNO2 and ClONO2 
in the far-infrared region, especially with the FORUM instrument which will cover a new window (100-1600 cm-1) and fly by 
2025 in tandem with the IASI-NG instrument planned by 2022, which will measure the thermal infrared radiation in the 645–
2760 cm-1 region and have twice the performance in terms of spectral resolution and signal-to-noise ratio. 
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